In many markets, it is common for headquarters to create a price list but grant local salespeople discretion to negotiate prices for individual transactions. How much (if any) pricing discretion headquarters should grant is a topic of debate within many firms. We investigate this issue using a unique data set from an indirect lender with local pricing discretion. We estimate that the local sales force adjusted prices in a way that improved profits by approximately 11% on average. A counterfactual analysis shows that using a centralized, data-driven pricing optimization system could improve profits even further, up to 20% over those actually realized. This suggests that centralized pricing -if appropriately optimized -can be more effective than field price discretion. We discuss the implications of these findings for auto lending and other industries with similar pricing processes.
Introduction
The extent to which sales staff should be able to set or negotiate prices for individual deals is a source of considerable tension within many firms. The primary source of tension is between the capability of headquarters to leverage enterprise-wide information and advanced analytics ("pricing optimization") to control prices versus the ability of field sales staff to utilize dealspecific information to negotiate a better price. Most research on the appropriate allocation of pricing authority between headquarters and field has focused on the two ends of the continuum; fully centralized fixed pricing, in which all prices are determined ex ante by headquarters, versus discretionary pricing with no limits in which local sales staff set (or negotiate) prices based on the characteristics of individual deals.
In reality, there is little consistency in how discretionary pricing is applied among industries and even within the same industry. A 1977 survey of wholesale medical supply and equipment Forthcoming in Management Science companies found that 29% of the responding firms had fixed pricing, 48% had discretionary pricing with discretion limits, and 23% had discretionary pricing with no limits (Stephenson et al. 1979) . A 2010 Oliver Wyman survey noted that local discretion was used for more than 50% of the unsecured loans and more than 70% of the secured loans offered by major European banks. A 2011 survey found that between 30% and 40% of unsecured loans and lines of credit originated or renewed at major Canadian banks involved some level of local price discretion (Phillips 2012b ). This wide variation of policies both between markets and within the same market reflects the fact that there is no universally accepted approach to pricing decentralization and discretion.
In this paper, we distinguish between customized pricing and discretionary pricing
1 . There are many selling situations in which pricing is customized for individual customers based on differences in cost-to-serve. For example, industrial contracts for parts are based on the complexity of the part, the order quantity and quality, and the delivery requirements of the customer. In our auto loan context, the price (interest rate) for a loan is adjusted based on the credit-worthiness of the buyer, the amount and duration of the loan, the loan-to-value ratio and the type of vehicle financed. In situations where such idiosyncratic factors affect the cost-to-serve, pricing is naturally customized to reflect inherent cost differences. We distinguish this sort of cost-based customized pricing from discretionary pricing, in which pricing is varied based on the salesperson's (or system's) assessment of the customer's willingness-to-pay (WTP). Here, the basis for differential pricing is not costbased, but rather based on an assessment of differences in WTP. While the distinction between these two rationales for price differences is not always sharp (e.g., volume price discounts can be both cost related and WTP related), the distinction is nevertheless helpful in understanding the fundamental drivers of pricing differences.
Our focus here is on customized pricing with discretion; that is, a setting where prices are inherently customized due to cost differences, but where sales people are allowed further discretion to negotiate prices with customers. Under customized pricing with discretion, pricing takes place in three steps: 1) Headquarters establishes a price list based on objective and observable factors related to each deal. 2) Headquarters then establishes limits on the adjustments that field sales staff can apply to the list prices for individual deals. 3) Field sales staff can then negotiate a price within the discretion limits applied to the list price for that deal. This method is the most common approach to pricing in many business-to-business markets. It is also common in some business-to-consumer markets such as insurance, automobile sales, and consumer lending.
Although the determinants of the trade-offs between fixed and discretionary pricing in the uniform pricing case have been studied, it is not immediately clear whether these same conditions apply to the customized pricing setting. In particular, many of the papers addressing the trade-off between uniform fixed pricing and uniform discretionary pricing state that, although negotiation is costly, it provides better price discrimination when there is a wide variation of willingness-to-pay among customers and customers have little bargaining power (Roth et al. 2006 , Kuo et al. 2013 ).
In a customized pricing setting, on the other hand, firms are already utilizing a higher level of price discrimination by taking each customer's individual characteristics into account. In this case, if the centralized prices are set optimally using all available information, this can significantly reduce the potential gain from local negotiations. Therefore, it is not obvious whether the conditions that favor discretion over uniform fixed pricing also apply to customized pricing.
To study customized pricing with discretion, we use a proprietary data set from an automotive lender who offered loans exclusively through dealers. In the auto lending industry, price negotiation is the norm. As noted, the cost of loans varies for each individual transaction, so prices are inherently customized. In addition, auto lending has the characteristics that favor negotiation: high variation in customer willingness-to-pay, low cost of bargaining (compared to the value of the product sold), and lack of comparability resulting in low customer bargaining power (Caufield 2012 ). Yet, many lenders now have the capability to use centralized analytic customized pricing systems to price discriminate based on factors such as size of loan, credit score, term, etc. (Phillips 2005 , 2012a , Agrawal and Ferguson 2007 .
The analyzed auto lender generated a price list that specified rates for various types of loans; however, the dealers had the authority to change the rate within limits for individual deals. We address two main questions in this setting: 1) Did the local sales staff increase or reduce profits through the adjustments they made to the list prices? And 2) could additional profit have been achieved from (fully centralized) customized fixed pricing if the list prices had been optimized? Our answer is "yes" in both cases. This provides evidence for the benefits of pricing discretion as well as an explanation for the shift away from discretionary pricing to fixed pricing that has occurred in many industries.
The steps of our analysis are as follows:
1. We estimated the effect of price-response on take-up rate for customers in a single-stage probit model using rate as one of the explanatory variables. If the local sales force were not using local information systematically to influence rates, this approach would provide an unbiased estimate of price-response.
2. We then used a two-stage control function approach. In Stage 1, we used a regression to estimate the rates that would have been offered for each deal in the absence of local negotiation. In
Stage 2, we estimated a take-up model using the difference between the actual offered rates and the predicted rates from Stage 1 as one of the explanatory variables. We found that the rate residuals
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were highly significant and the changes in estimated coefficients for the rate variables from Stage 1 were consistent with the hypothesis that local sales staff were using local information to negotiate rates that were closer to the customer willingness-to-pay.
3. We then used the coefficients for rate estimated in Stage 2 to model how customers would respond to different offered prices. To the extent that our Stage 2 model accurately captured priceresponse, we found that by using their price discretion to negotiate better deals, the local sales force increased profitability by an average of 11%. However, by setting optimal prices produced by a centralized, data-driven profit maximization procedure, which utilizes the data of all nationwide sales, prices could have been set that would have increased profitability by an additional 20%.
The magnitude of our conclusions is dependent upon the assumption that the difference between the price-coefficient estimates in Step 1 and Step 2 are due to the use of pricing discretion on the part of field sales. While it is impossible to prove that this is the only source of the differences, we performed a similar analysis on data from an on-line lender that set all prices centrally (i.e. did not use price discretion). In this case, there was no significant difference in the coefficients estimated in
Step 1 and Step 2, lending support to the hypothesis that the difference we found in estimated coefficients from the indirect lender were due to local sales discretion.
Fixed versus Discretionary Pricing
Simonetto et al. (2012) (pg. 846.) note that, "Generally speaking, decentralized (pricing) organizations offer greater speed, flexibility, and responsiveness, while centralized organizations offer greater consistency, standardization, and control.". To understand the tension between fixed and discretionary pricing in more detail, it is useful to list the main arguments on each side.
1.1.1. Fixed Pricing. Potential benefits for fixed pricing include:
• Data pooling -Headquarters has access to data from all corporate sales. To the extent that customer characteristics and responses are consistent across regions, corporate-wide sales data can provide more accurate estimation of customer preferences, price-sensitivity, and better market segmentation than any single salesperson or sales region.
• Control -Fixed pricing enables headquarters to change prices quickly in response to changing economic environments, cost changes, or corporate goals. It also enables the company to pursue different goals in different markets or for different product lines. If the sales force is setting dealspecific prices, it can be difficult to pursue such mixed goals (Marn et al. 2010 ).
• Consistency -There are a number of reasons why a company might wish to achieve price consistency. For one, the company may wish to advertise prices nationally. For another, the company may wish to avoid being perceived as "unfair" for selling the same product to different customers at different prices. Finally, management may be concerned that price discretion could lead to discrimination -real or perceived -against protected groups such as women or minorities. This concern is very real in the auto lending industry where there have been a number of class-action lawsuits against lenders claiming such discrimination (Cohen 2007 ).
• Variation in Sales Force Skill -In a large sales force, there is usually a wide variation of skills.
Skilled salespeople may excel at selling a product on its value and thereby capturing higher prices.
On the other hand, less skilled or less experienced sales staff may "sell on price" and drop quickly to the lowest possible price point in order to make the sale. Limited discretion is often justified internally as enabling the firm to gain some benefit from the skills of their more skilled sales staff while limiting the under-pricing damage from less experienced sales staff.
1.1.2. Discretionary Pricing. There are three common arguments for granting price discretion to local sales staff.
• Selling Tradition -In many industries, price negotiation is customary. In this case, customers may abandon a seller who tries to unilaterally impose "take-it-or-leave-it" pricing. Gelber (2008) (pp. 66-67) discusses the role of custom in the persistence of negotiation over new car prices and the failure of companies such as Carmax to eliminate negotiations from the buying process.
• Perception of a Bargain -It has been observed across many industries as well as in experimental settings that presenting a price as a discount from a higher list price will often result in higher sales than presenting the same price as the undiscounted list price (seeŐzer and Zheng 2012, for a survey). Therefore, allowing local sales staff to present a price as a discount from a list price may result in higher sales than posting the lower price and treating it as fixed.
• Local Information -Local sales staff have information on individual deals that is not available to headquarters and is not incorporated in the list price. This information may include customerspecific information such as the customer's expressed eagerness to purchase or insistence on a low price as well as local competitive information. Most existing research has focused on the advantage of local information on the part of field sales.
The increasing use of pricing optimization systems in many companies is leading to more centralized pricing. The idea is that, by using richer sources of data and structural analysis, such systems can outperform local sales staff in estimating the price-sensitivity of individual customers (Simonetto et al. 2012) . There is an interesting parallel with credit scoring. Prior to the 1960's, evaluation of the creditworthiness of prospective borrowers was performed entirely at the local level. But scoring methodologies that analyzed data about each customer's credit history and current financial situation turned out to be more efficient and effective predictors of default than individual judgment. As a result, evaluating the credit-risk of prospective borrowers is now almost entirely centralized at major financial institutions (Poon 2007) . The same phenomenon may occur in customized pricing settings as well; hence careful analysis of such settings is warranted.
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Literature Review
Starting with Weinberg (1975) , a number of researchers have modeled pricing discretion as a principal-agent problem. The problem for the principal (headquarters) is to design a contract that specifies how much commission the agent (salesperson) will be paid as a function of sales and price.
The problem for the salesperson is how much effort to expend given the contract and the sales prospects she faces given that effort is expensive (in terms of utility). Weinberg (1975) shows that if sales staff are paid a commission based on gross margin, discretionary pricing will maximize both their own and company's profits. Lal (1986) shows that in this model, optimal profits are the same under centralization and delegation if information is symmetric. However, if the agent has private information about deals, pricing delegation can generate higher profits for the firm. Mishra and Prasad (2004) and effort (using discounting rather than expending effort on selling). In his model, centralization of pricing authority is sometimes preferable to full decentralization, depending on the effort cost of following a high-quality prospecting strategy and the structure of customer segments. Bhardwaj (2001) reaches a similarly mixed conclusion in the case of competing firms when principals and agents have the same information. Roth et al. (2006) consider the case of bargaining versus fixed (or posted) price for customized services and show that, if bargaining costs are low, bargaining can be a preferred approach for the seller. Kuo et al. (2011) present a model that incorporates the interactions among dynamic pricing, negotiation, and inventory and show that negotiation is an effective tool to achieve price discrimination, particularly when the inventory level is high and/or the remaining selling season is short.
In the OM literature, Taylor (2002) shows that a properly designed target rebate and returns contract achieves supply chain coordination and win-win outcomes in cases where demand is influenced by retailer sales effort. Other types of sales force incentives have been studied as well (see Coughlan 1993 , for a comprehensive review). Kalkanci et al. (2011) study a two-tier supply chain with a single supplier and a single buyer to characterize the impact of contract complexity and local demand information on performance using human subjects, and show that simpler contracts are sufficient for a supplier in this setting. Kuo et al. (2013) examine the choice of pricing policy (posted pricing versus negotiation) toward end customers in a supply chain and show that the retailer prefers negotiation at lower wholesale prices and posted pricing at higher wholesale prices. They also show that, in cases product availability or the cost of negotiation is moderate, the manufacturer may offer a substantial discount to persuade the retailer to negotiate.
These papers are primarily theoretical (except Kalkanci et al. 2011 ). There are fewer empirical studies of the effectiveness of pricing discretion. Stephenson et al. (1979) compare the performance of 108 medical equipment suppliers. They found that, for this sample, firms granting the highest level of pricing discretion generated the lowest sales and profits. Frenzen et al. (2010) compare a sample of 181 companies from the industrial machinery and electrical engineering industry in Germany and report a positive effect of price delegation on firm performance, which is amplified under high market uncertainty and information asymmetry. Homburg et al. (2012) use a survey of 124 companies from various B2B industries in Germany and find a nonlinear, inverted U-shaped relationship between the vertical delegation of pricing authority and profitability. Therefore, both theoretical and empirical studies suggest that there are factors at play other than simply superior information on the part of the sales person. Our paper contributes to this literature by developing a method for quantifying the value of price discretion in a specific organization.
There are several recent empirical OM papers that estimate demand parameters from sales data and connect the resulting estimated customer valuations to pricing strategies. Vulcano et al. (2010) offer an expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to estimate a choice model using sales data from an airline market and compute counterfactual revenue performance using the calibrated demand model. Veeraraghavan and Vaidyanathan (2012) develop an estimation method for measuring the seat value in stadiums and theaters and use the estimates to provide recommendations for pricing strategies. Li et al. (2013) provide empirical evidence for the existence of strategic consumers and also perform counterfactual analyses of different pricing strategies.
The auto industry has been the focus of many empirical papers in OM. For example, Olivares and Cachon (2009), Cachon and Olivares (2010) and Cachon et al. (2013) empirically investigate the impacts of competition on inventories, drivers of finished-goods inventories, and the effects of various types of inventory on sales, respectively, in the U.S. auto industry. Terwiesch (2012, 2013) empirically analyze the relationship between production flexibility and responsive pricing, and the benefits and costs of maintaining a broader product line, respectively.
Auto Lending Sales and Pricing Processes
Our results are based on a data set of approved loan applications from an auto lender in the U.S. market. "Customers" in the auto lending market wish to borrow money to purchase a car, Forthcoming in Management Science which serves as collateral for the loan. Loans differ in terms of the amount borrowed (the size of the loan) and the loan duration (the term). The "price" of an automobile loan is determined by its Annual Percentage Rate (APR). All of the loans in the data set are simple loans with equal monthly payments. The monthly payment p for each loan can be calculated as a function of the initial principal P , monthly APR r and term in months n according to the standard calculation
We call the auto lender the indirect lender, because it offered loans exclusively through automobile dealerships. In particular, loans are sold during a face-to-face interaction at a dealership.
When a customer indicates that she is interested in purchasing a vehicle, she is typically sent to the Finance and Insurance (F&I) department of the dealership to discuss financing. A prospective borrower fills out a loan application specifying her identity, information on the car she wishes to purchase, and the amount and term of the loan she wants. The F&I manager enters each application into an automated system, such as RouteOne, which transmits the application to prospective lenders. Each lender that receives the application first determines whether they wish to extend a loan, based on an estimate of the default risk. To estimate this risk, the lender will obtain information about the applicant's credit history from a credit agency such as TransUnion or Experian.
A lender that accepts an application will communicate the APR that it will charge -the so-called lender rate. Assuming that the applicant has been approved for the loan by at least one lender, the F&I representative will decide on an APR to quote to the borrower. The rate paid by the customer -the so-called customer rate -is determined through negotiation between the F&I representative and the customer 2 . Usually (but not always), the customer rate is higher than the lender rate, in which case the dealer profits from the difference between the two rates. In some cases, to make a sale, the dealership may agree to a customer rate that is lower than the lender rate, in which case the dealership will lose money on the financing which it will presumably make up through the margin on the sale of the car. Financing auto loans is an important source of profit for a dealership, so F&I representatives are usually trained salespeople who are incentivized to increase dealer profits from lending.
Price-Response Model Estimation
Our analysis is based on a data set of approved auto loans from an indirect lender who has requested anonymity. The data set includes information on all approved applications during a multi-year period starting January 2009 3 . There are 2,138,691 approvals in this data set of which 1,473,786 (69%) were taken up.
We are interested in predicting how the probability of take-up changes as a function of the APR.
We use a control function approach (Petrin and Train 2010) to estimate the consumers' priceresponse function. In the first step, we use probit regression on the data with take-up as the target variable. We then use a control function to estimate what rates would have been offered in the absence of deal-specific information on the part of the sales force. We find that the residuals between these estimated rates and actual rates are highly correlated with take-up, which confirms our hypothesis that deal-specific knowledge does influence the final rates. We then run a regression that includes the rate differentials as explanatory variables to estimate the underlying price-sensitivity.
Base Price-Response Model
Tables 1 and 2 list the continuous and categorical variables, respectively, that were used in the final base model along with some summary statistics. The lender categorized applications into five risk tiers based on estimated default risk. The lender used a proprietary methodology to estimate risk and assign applications to tiers. The estimate of risk increased with tier -i.e., Tier 1 applications were considered the least risky and Tier 5 the most risky.
We included both the prime rate and ∆Rate -defined as the difference between the APR of a deal (CustomerRate) and the current prime rate -as explanatory variables. The prime rate is a measure of the current cost of funds common to all lenders while the APR is set by the lender and is potentially different for every deal. Using Prime Rate and ∆Rate enables us to separate the effect of industry-wide cost changes from deal-specific pricing decisions and, since ∆Rate = CustomerRate − P rimeRate, it is equivalent to including both P rimeRate and CustomerRate.
The data set included the FICO score associated with each approved application. FICO score is an industry standard individual risk score which ranges from 300 to 850, with higher values representing lower risk. FICO score is highly correlated with risk tier, however the lender used additional information such as the size of the loan or number of credit cards that the borrower owns (which can be determined through the credit agencies) to classify potential borrowers into risk tiers. Therefore, first, we calculated the average FICO score for each risk tier. Then, for each application, we calculated a normalized FICO score, F ICO as the difference between the FICO score on that application and the average FICO score of the application's risk tier. This gives a measure of individual application risk that is not correlated with risk tier. There are two promotion-based variables that are relevant to the two types of promotions that were offered at various times 4 . Under a "customer cash" deal, the vehicle manufacturer offered a cash rebate to the customer. The variable CustomerCash measures the size of this rebate (if it was offered). Under a "subvention" deal, the vehicle manufacturer subsidized the lender to offer a reduced APR. For example, a manufacturer might offer 1.0% financing for all sales of a particular model in the month of May. In this case, the manufacturer pays the lender for the difference in expected profit between pricing the loan at the list APR and at the reduced APR. This payment is called a subvention. The availability of a subvened rate is recorded for borrowers who did not take up a loan as well as for those who took up the loan.
We used the categorical variable V ehicleM odelByM onth to group loans for the same vehicle model in the same month in the base model. This variable is included to account for differences in
CustomerRate resulting from common demand shocks due to vehicle-model based pricing and/or promotions. There were initially 2055 categories in the V ehicleM odelByM onth variable, however we excluded categories with less than 10 observations (0.06% of the data), which resulted in 1628 categories.
Dealer ID indicates which dealer originated the loan. Dealer ID is included in the base price response model as a categorical variable in order to incorporate dealer-specific effects, such as differences in competitive intensity. The data set included loans originated from 7730 distinct dealers.
We excluded dealers with fewer than 10 transactions, corresponding to 1.6% of the transactions, resulting in 6103 distinct dealers in our final data set. Region indicators are not included in the models since the dealer-specific dummies capture regional effects as well.
The majority of loans fell into a relatively small number of terms (specified in months Table 2 Descriptions and summary statistics for categorical variables 2005 , 2012a , Agrawal and Ferguson 2007 . Using the probit model allows us to apply well-developed approaches for detecting and adjusting for endogeneity (Wooldridge 2002) . Using a logit model for the base model did not make a significant difference in either the model fit statistics or the signs of the coefficients. We used standard variable selection techniques and tried different variable transformations as well as crossing the rate variable with other variables. We performed holdout sample validation by estimating the model on a randomly chosen training set and testing the take up on the remaining validation (or test) set. We performed this validation test while adding and removing each explanatory variable one at a time (we used a combination of forward inclusion and backward elimination techniques by testing at each step for variables to be added or eliminated). The models shown have the highest predictive performance on the validation set (in terms of concordance 5 and log-likelihood values) of all the models we tested based on this procedure. Alternative models that use different specifications and definitions of some of the variables are discussed in Section 6.
The third column of Table 3 shows the coefficients for the explanatory variables in the final base model. For brevity, we have not shown the coefficients for Dealer ID and V ehicleM odelByM onth.
Note that every variable was significant at p < .01 with the lone exception of P rimeRate, which is highly correlated with V ehicleM odelByM onth. 1216 out of the 1628 V ehicleM odelByM onth categories were significant at the .05 level. The base model showed a high level of concordance:
87%. The base model is similar in structure and in coefficient values to models that have been used by the auto lender to predict take-up. For the most part, the coefficient signs are intuitive. All of the coefficients for ∆Rate by tier are negative, indicating that higher APR's lead to lower take up, as expected. However, lenders generally observe that, all else being equal, riskier customers tend
Forthcoming in Management Science to be less price-sensitive and have higher overall take up rates. This is related to the phenomenon of price-dependent risk (Phillips and Raffard 2011) . This does not appear in the coefficients for the base model, suggesting the possibility of bias in the base model estimation.
Endogeneity Corrected Price-Response Model
A key question is the extent to which the base price-response model coefficients suffer from endogeneity. If the rates offered for loans are influenced by factors correlated with customer pricesensitivity that are not captured in the data, then the base model coefficients may be severely biased. To correct for endogeneity, we use a control function approach in which the endogenous variable (in this case, CustomerRate) is regressed against exogenous instruments, and the residual from this regression is entered as an additional explanatory variable in the price-response models.
Details of the implementation of this method and the justification of its selection among other endogeneity correction methods can be found in Appendix A.
As noted, we used the control function approach (Petrin and Train 2010) This Hausman-type variable (Hausman 1997 ) is an appropriate instrument since it shares the same marginal cost characteristics of the endogenous CustomerRate. Also, it averages out the unrecorded customer characteristics, so the instrument is uncorrelated with the error term. Additionally, it does not reflect common demand shocks such as unobserved local advertising or regional promotions. Finally, even though the aggregated auto sales might be correlated across regions, the effectiveness/skill of the sales force in using pricing discretion and the promotions/advertising strategy of the financing deals for the cars are geographically variable enough so that the CustomerRate exhibits sufficient regional variation 7 . To illustrate this, we analyzed the variation of the offered rates for "similar" loans in the same month among 22 pricing regions. There were 2,724 different groups of loans in total, but we analyzed the ones that have more than 100 observations to provide the necessary denseness, which corresponds to 1,221 loan categories. For each category, we calculated the coefficient of variation (CV = standard deviation / mean) and the range-to-mean (RM) ratios of the offered rates in each region. The mean of the CV's and RM's among 1,221 loan categories turned out to be 0.2 and 0.7 (with standard deviations of 0.13 and 0.49), respectively, which indicates significant regional variation.
6 The indirect lender had 22 pricing regions across the US. Table 3 Base and endogeneity corrected choice model (probit) estimates. Both models include DealerID and V ehicleM odelByM onth fixed effects as well. Significance Levels: ***: < 0.01; **: < 0.05; *: < 0.10.
Using this instrument, we applied the procedure described in Appendix A. For the first stage,
we ran an Ordinary Least Squares regression of CustomerRate on the exogenous variables and the instrument ( Rate). Table 4 shows the coefficient estimates for this linear regression except for the DealerID and V ehicleM odelByM onth variables, which are omitted for brevity. The first stage R 2 value is .79, so the CustomerRate is not fully predicted by the exogenous variables and the instruments 8 . We argue that the additional variation in the indirect lender prices is mostly due to the discretion applied by local sales force.
For the second stage, we took the residuals of this first stage regression, denoted Residual for Rate, and ran a probit regression of "Customer's Decision" on all the exogenous variables, the endogenous variable (∆Rate), and Residual for Rate. Table 3 shows the results of this regression (fifth and sixth columns) along with the coefficients from the base model. These estimates are normalized as described in Appendix A. The endogeneity corrected model's level of concordance was 87.1% for the entire data set. We also randomly split the data set into training and test samples of equal size. The concordance was 86.7% when we estimated the coefficients using the training set and predicted the customer's decision on the test set. The total log-likelihood was -453,641 in the test set and the average predicted acceptance probability was 69.14% compared to the true acceptance rate of 68.96%.
As shown in Table 3 , all of the variables that entered the base model with high significance (p < .01) also entered with high significance in the corrected model. 1104 out of the 1628 V ehicleM odelByM onth variable categories were significant at the .05 level for the corrected model.
The Residual for Rate variable was highly significant (p < .0001). This is consistent with the hypothesis that the local sales force is systematically adjusting rates based on customer willingness-to-pay.
Most of the coefficients not associated with rate did not change significantly when the model is corrected for endogeneity. The sign of the coefficient of Log(Amount) changed from positive to negative, consistent with the expectation that, all else being equal, take-up rates are smaller for larger loans. On the other hand, many of the coefficients related to APR changed significantly. In particular, the ∆Rate by Tier variables increased in magnitude by factors ranging from 203% to 387%. This implies that the base model significantly underestimated price-sensitivity. Table 5 shows the corrected and uncorrected price elasticities with their 95% confidence intervals 9 . We used the mean levels of each continuous variable and the most common levels of each categorical variable 10 to calculate these estimates. We also averaged out the intercept adjustments of the dealers to report the average elasticities over all customers instead of the average elasticity 9 Confidence intervals are computed using the 95% confidence intervals of the ∆Rate coefficients.
10 One exception is that we used the non-subvened level of "Subvention Offer" variable in the indirect model, since the mean rate that we used was more consistent with a non-subvened offer.
of a single dealer's customers. Correcting for endogeneity increased the estimates of elasticity by factors ranging from 126% to 285% 11 . Figure 1 shows the endogeneity corrected price-response models together with the uncorrected (base) ones for each risk tier. 
Quantifying the Value of Field Price Discretion
We used the corrected model to estimate the benefits of sales-force discretion. We considered only the non-subvened loans in this analysis (43.02% of the data), because dealers have very limited authority to adjust rates for subvened loans. On the other hand, dealers exhibited significant price discretion for the non-subvened transactions. Indeed, as shown in Table 6 , the customer rates are different than the lender rates for 60.34% of the non-subvened transactions (41.5% of customer rates are more than the lender rates and 18.84% are less than the lender rates). Table 6 also shows the extent of price discretion along with the average price change (in absolute and relative terms)
for each risk tier. Dealers used relatively more price discretion for less risky customers; while they increased the rates for Tier 1 customers by 14.27%, they decreased rates for the other tiers, on average. The amount of this decrease is more significant for the riskier customers (Tiers 4 and 5).
This difference can also be explained by the hypothesis that while headquarters increased the rates for risky customers, the dealers did not internalize this risk directly and so reduced them back to their unadjusted levels.
11 The magnitude of this endogeneity correction in the indirect lending data is greater than the average changes due to endogeneity correction reported for various uniform pricing settings in Bijmolt et al. (2005) . They found that incorporating price endogeneity leads to an average increase in estimated price elasticity of 50%. We believe that endogeneity is stronger in this case due to the use of deal-specific information on the part of the sales force. Table 6 Amount of price discretion use for each risk tier (*: over the entire population of the tier)
Fixed Pricing Benchmark Methods
Estimating the implications of field price discretion requires answering two counterfactual questions: (1) what rate other than the actual rate would have been quoted in the absence of field price discretion and (2) how would customers have responded to these rates? To answer the latter question, we used the endogeneity corrected price-response model to estimate customer responses to the nominal centralized rates 12 (that is, the rate that would be used absent any dealer discretion).
To address the former question, we used the following four approaches to construct benchmark fixed rates.
Status Quo Fixed Pricing -Projected Rate Method (SQFP-PR):
In this method, we used the projected rates from the first stage (linear) regression of the control function approach as the nominal fixed rates. The justification for using these projected rates comes from the assumptions of the control function approach. As explained in Appendix A (equation (6)), the endogenous rate variable can be written as the sum of two parts: a function of the available exogenous variables and instruments, and an unobserved component, which is an indicator of the unrecorded transaction characteristics affecting the pricing decision. We estimate these two parts in the first stage (linear) regression and take the projected rates as the nominal fixed rates and the residuals as the adjustments due to field price discretion. We note that, by using this method, we implicitly assume that the pricing function (W in equation (6)) does not change between the two scenarios.
Status Quo Fixed Pricing -Lender Rate Method (SQFP-LR): Using the lender rates
as the nominal fixed rates provides another fixed pricing benchmark. However, we note that the indirect lender calculates the lender rates knowing that field price discretion will be applied by the dealers. Hence, the lender rates may not be the fixed rates that the lender would charge in the absence of field price discretion. This benchmark still provides valuable insights.
Optimized Fixed Pricing (OPT-FP):
Our third approach to estimating fixed rates is to use the coefficients estimated for the corrected take-up model to determine the price that would 12 Endogeneity correction is further crucial for such a counterfactual analysis. Ebbes et al. (2011) state that it is necessary to correct for endogeneity when the goal is a better explanation of the customer behaviour in a different environment instead of better predictions in the same environment.
maximize expected profit for each deal. We divided the data into two parts based on the transaction date: we used the first part, which covers the period up to the last 12 months (65.3% of the data), as a "training set" and estimated the endogeneity corrected probit model using this data. Then, for the remaining "test set", which covers the last 12 months (34.7% of the data), we calculated the rates that maximize expected profit based on the estimated model and used these as the estimates of the fixed rates 13 . Specifically, for each customer j, we found the rates r j that solve max r j T akeU p P robability j (r j ) * [P oP j * (T otalP ayment j (r j ) − CapitalCost j ) (2)
and substituted these rates in equation (4) to calculate the counterfactual profits. Here, l j denotes the lender rate for this transaction, PoP denotes the "probability of payment" which is calculated by the indirect lender based on their estimates of the default risk of each loan, and LGD denotes the "loss-given-default" ratio. We set LGD = .5, which is the value used by the indirect lender. The take-up probability in problem (2) is calculated using the choice model estimated for the training set. We used pricing regions instead of Dealer ID variables, since the lender sets list rates by region but not by dealer. Additionally, since the lender cannot utilize the V ehicleM odelByM onth dummies in its optimization, we averaged out the fixed effects originating from these variables.
The T otalP ayment j is calculated by multiplying the monthly payments (calculated using equation (1)) by the term of the loan and CapitalCost j is obtained by calculating the total payment at the prime rate 14 . We also imposed the constraint that the customer rate for any transaction cannot exceed the lender rate by more than 2.00% (200 basis points). This is consistent with the policy of the lender. The objective function of this problem calculates the expected profit at the rate r j and it is unimodal. For every transaction, we solved this problem using line search in MATLAB.
Optimized Discretionary Pricing (OPT-DP): In this method, we added the residuals from the first stage (linear) regression of the control function method (µ n in equation (6)) to the profit maximizing rates calculated for the previous benchmark (OPT-CP) and imposed the constraint that the customer rate cannot be different more than 2% from the OPT-CP rate. We then used these rates as our estimates of the offered rates. Because these residuals are estimates of the adjustments due to field price discretion, using this method enables us to approximate the effects of field price discretion when centralized, data-driven profit maximizing rates are given to the dealers.
13 The concordance of the endogeneity corrected model in the test set was 83.4% and the total log-likelihood was -343,651. The average predicted acceptance probability was 74.57% compared to the true acceptance rate of 70.47%. We also tried alternative time periods for the test set as a robustness check. This did not change our main insights.
14 The cost of capital experienced by the lender over this period was actually somewhat higher than the prime rate. As discussed in Section 5.2, using a higher capital cost within realistic limits does not change our results. OPT-DP 7.87%* 76.23%* $3,167 ($3,043, $3,269)* 6.75%* 82.09%* $2,626* 20.60% Table 7 Summary statistics for the benchmark methods (*: Test set customers only)
Results
For each benchmark method, we compared the profits of the method with the actual profits. For each transaction j, we estimated the profitability as:
where ActualP rof it is the profit that was achieved from the acceptance and BenchmarkP rof it is our counterfactual estimate of the expected profit that would have been achieved if the dealer had used rates from the benchmark method. The conditional take-up probability is defined as:
Conditional T akeU p P robability j (r) = P (taking up the loan at rater | customer's decision at rate = CustomerRate)
If the lender offers a non-negotiable rate that is lower than an accepted rate (higher than a rejected rate), we assume that the same customer would accept (reject) the loan offer. For the other cases, we calculate the conditional take-up probability using the endogeneity corrected price-response model. Profit changes are calculated as: (BenchmarkP rof it j − ActualP rof it j )/ActualP rof it j .
The second column of Table 7 shows the means of the benchmark rates and the fifth column shows the mean of the offered rates in the current system, which we call Status Quo Discretionary Pricing (SQDP). Mean SQDP rates for all "non-subvened" customers and for the "non-subvened" customers of the test set are 8.25% and 6.75%, respectively. Hence the optimal rates in OPT-FP are higher than the actual rates in SQDP, on average 15 . This can potentially be explained by the phenomenon derived by Kuo et al. (2013) : Retailers prefer negotiation at lower wholesale prices and in some cases (when the cost of negotiation is moderate), the manufacturer may offer a substantial discount from the optimal price to the retailer to give the retailer more room for price discrimination via negotiation. Table 7 also shows the average profit of the status quo, each benchmark method, and the difference between them. For each transaction, the 95% confidence interval around the benchmark profit is computed using the 95% confidence interval of the conditional take-up probability derived from the endogeneity corrected probit model. Their means are also reported in Table 7 . The estimated profits of the first two benchmarks, SQFP-PR and SQFP-LR, are significantly lower than the actual profit (-11.31% and -8.87%, respectively) . This suggests that dealers were in fact adjusting rates in a way that improved profitability. When we use OPT-FP, the counterfactual profit is higher than the status quo profit by a significant 19.95%. This result suggests that even though the dealers were improving profits relative to the nominal rates set by the lender, there was an additional opportunity to improve profitability further through optimized prices. Finally, the highest levels of profit are achieved when a combination of analytical, data-driven profit maximization procedure and field price discretion is used. In particular, OPT-DP increased the profit over OPT-FP another 0.65% relative to the status quo profits. But this is substantially less than the 8-11% improvement relative to the status quo centralized prices. Hence, it suggests that even though dealer price discretion improved profits generated using lender rates or projected rates, the profit improvement due to field price discretion is much less significant -almost negligible-once lender rates have been optimized. Note that this slight profit increase may not be sufficient to justify the cost of a highly trained sales staff. Figure 2 summarizes the normalized profit performance of the pricing benchmarks, taking SQFP-LR as the base case.
We also analyzed the distribution of these profits derived from different benchmarks across pricing regions and customer groups 16 . Table 8 shows the price discretion use ratios and its average size (in absolute and relative terms) for each pricing region and Figure 3 shows the percentage change from the actual profits when the SQFP-LR and OPT-FP are used. We categorized the 16 We disguised the name of the pricing regions due to anonymity considerations. Table 8 Amount of price discretion use for each pricing region (*: over the entire population of the region)
pricing regions into five groups based on their geography. There were no significant patterns in the frequency of price discretion use across pricing regions. The average amount of price discretion and profit changes relative to different benchmarks are close to each other within each group, however they exhibit significant variation across groups, which suggests that there are systematic regional variation in the aggregate performance of the local sales staff. For example, sales staff in the Northeast area changed the lender rates by 10.6%, on average, which lead to 13.3% profit increase relative to the lender rates. Sales staff in the Southeast area, on the other hand, changed the rates by 5.8%, on average, which lead to 6.2% profit increase relative to the lender rates.
Furthermore, Table 8 and Figure 3 together suggest that the additional profits generated by the dealers' use of price discretion increased with the size of that discretion, which supports the claim that dealers were offering rates that were closer to the customers' willingness-to-pay than the lender rates. Figure 3 also suggests that when the increase in profit due to the use of price discretion is higher, then the additional profitability that can be obtained using profit maximizing rates decreases, which is quite intuitive. OPT-FP still generated higher profits in every region. Table 9 shows the percentage change from the actual profits when the SQFP-LR and OPT-FP are used for each risk tier. The status quo average profit is significantly higher than the lender rate profits only for Tier 1, which is consistent with the amount of the price discretion used for each tier presented in Table 6 . Therefore, again consistent with the hypothesis that dealers were Table 9 Mean profit levels for the SQDP, SQFP-LR, and OPT-FP (*: Test set customers only)
doing better than the lender rates but they were undercharging the customers with respect to the optimal rates, the potential for profit increase by using the profit maximizing rates increased for riskier customers, since the dealers did not increase the rates sufficiently for riskier customers and decreased them even more for Tier 5 customers.
We make two final observations from these experiments regarding the endogeneity correction of the price-response models. First, the profit increase under field price discretion is significantly underestimated when the uncorrected (base) model is used to calculate profits, since customers are estimated to be less price-sensitive in that model. Second, when we use the uncorrected model in the profit maximization procedure, the resulting profit maximizing rates turned out to be much higher than the ones reported in Table 7 (the mean was around 30%). This is again intuitive due to the estimation of less price-sensitive customers. Hence, we conclude that not accounting for endogeneity would lead to substantial mispricing for this lender.
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Robustness Analysis
We tested the robustness of the base model and corrected model by using different variable transformations, model specifications, and by including alternative variables.
We tested different specifications of the CustomerRate, Prime Rate, and F ICO variables in the models. The F ICO variable is the absolute value of the difference between a customer's FICO score and the average FICO score of that customer's risk tier. Replacing the absolute value with the percentage difference did not significantly change any of the coefficient estimates nor did it improve the model fit. We tested the percentage difference of the CustomerRate compared to
Prime Rate in our choice models as well. When we include both type of rate variables (∆Rate and the percentage rate difference) in the model, we obtained similar results. Using the percentage rate difference instead of ∆Rate introduced a slight bias into this variable's coefficient estimation (in the positive direction), but this small bias was not significant enough to change our interpretations of the results.
We included the V ehicleM odelByM onth dummies to correct for the endogeneity in CustomerRate resulting from common demand shocks. We also tried using different dummy variables (dayof-week, week, quarter, etc.). However, we found no evidence of consistent seasonal effects on APR. Table 10 shows the resulting parameter estimates for both the base and corrected (by 2SLS) models. We also included pricing region-month interactions in these models to clear possible endogeneity arising from region-specific temporal pricing fluctuations.
Adding these interactions did not have a significant effect on the model coefficient estimations, which suggests that such temporal fluctuations were not present at a significant level. Figure 4 illustrates the price-response change for Tier 1 customers (other tiers exhibit similar behavior). Table 10 Base linear regression and 2SLS method estimates. Both models also include DealerID, V ehicleM odelByM onth, and Region*M onth fixed effects. Significance Levels: ***: < 0.01; **: < 0.05; *: < 0.10
Clearly, customers' price sensitivities are significantly underestimated in the base model in this case as well.
We note that, although Hausman-type instruments are commonly used in the literature, they are not without their critics (Breshanan 1997) . As stated in Petrin and Train (2010) , aggregate demographics such as average income, household size, etc. do not enter the disaggregate models, but they affect market price. Therefore, they can serve as extra instruments for demand estimation.
However, it is difficult to find additional instruments in our case, since only the FICO score of each customer is the available demographic, but the average FICO scores for each pricing region do not exhibit much variation. Therefore, we rely on Rate, which is a robust and efficient instrument and can possibly be effective in other customized pricing environments. In fact, verifying efficient use of this instrument in other settings is a promising future research direction.
We also tested the robustness of our counterfactual profit analysis to some of the cost assumptions. One possible explanation for the difference between the profit maximizing rate profits and the status quo profits could be that incentives of the dealers and lending company are not aligned.
In fact, dealers profit from the difference between the lender rates and customer rates, but not from the difference between the prime rates and customer rates, i.e., their costs for the loan is not the CapitalCost, but the total payment calculated at the lender rate.
To test this argument, we calculated the profit maximizing rates using the lender rates as the cost. The gap between the estimated benchmark profit and its status quo level was smaller in the Forthcoming in Management Science unconstrained optimization, i.e., when we do not restrain the final rate to be at most 2% more than the lender rate (as in problem (2)). However, it did not change our results significantly for the constrained optimization problem. The reason for this is the optimal levels of the rates for both cases are usually more than their upper bounds, so -for both cases-the constrained optimum is achieved in the upper bound. Therefore, different incentives alone cannot explain the profit gap between the profit maximizing rate benchmark (OPT-FP) and the status quo (SQDP).
On-line Lender Data Set
As another robustness check, we performed a similar analysis using a different data set from an on-line lender who sets all prices centrally 17 . The loans in this data set were from a different period so the results are not directly comparable. However, we use this analysis primarily to support our hypothesis that the endogeneity observed in the indirect lender data was due to deal-specific information possessed by the field sales staff, and not to any intrinsic feature of the auto-lending market in general.
This second auto lender, which we call the on-line lender, offered loans exclusively through the Internet with no local discretion. Details of the on-line channel, variable descriptions, and the details of our analysis can be found in Appendix B. the hypothesis that endogeneity was not present in the on-line lender data. This supports the hypothesis that the endogeneity observed in the indirect lender data set was due to field price discretion and is not an industry-wide effect.
We also performed a similar counterfactual analysis to the online data set. In particular, we compared the actual mean profit with the benchmark mean profit, where we used two benchmarks:
the projected rate (SQFP-PR) and profit maximizing rate (OPT-FP) methods. The current profits were only .76% more than the SQFP-PR benchmark. This difference is small as expected as the on-line lender was already using a centralized pricing system 20 .
For the latter benchmark, we calculated the profit maximizing rates using a similar estimation and optimization procedure as in the indirect lending data 21 . It turned out that the online lender Table 11 Base and endogeneity corrected choice model (probit) estimates for the on-line lender data. Both models also include M onth fixed effects. Significance Levels: ***: < 0.01; **: < 0.05; *: < 0.10 was significantly overpricing (as opposed to the indirect lender who was underpricing), since the mean of the unconstrained optimal rates for the test set (last 12 months) was 4.9% compared to the mean of the actual rates of 6.2% 22 . This benchmark's mean profit was 38% higher than the mean actual profit ($674 versus $488). These observations are not surprising since the actual take-up rate was only 20.1% for the test set 23 . Using the optimal rates increased the mean conditional take-up probability to 33%. This analysis also supports the argument that there is a potential for increasing the profits by implementing a more structured and data-driven profit maximization procedure.
Discussion and Conclusion
We empirically studied the trade-off between fixed and discretionary pricing policies for a customized pricing environment. There are many theoretical papers that investigate this trade-off in uniform pricing environments. These studies show that discretionary pricing policies, in which the price is determined via a negotiation between the sales person and the customer, dominates fixed
Forthcoming in Management Science pricing policies in cases where the wholesale prices are low, bargaining costs are low (for both retailers and consumers), there are substantial variation in customers' willingness-to-pay, and customers have low bargaining power. In these cases, the seller has the opportunity to price-discriminate through the use of negotiation. On the other hand, it is not clear from the literature whether these conditions lead to similar results for customized pricing settings. With the emergence of advanced statistical pricing tools which can utilize large amounts of data, a centralized fixed pricing system may better segment potential customers based on willingness-to-pay and risk. These data-driven capabilities have the potential to provide better price discrimination opportunities compared to field sales force's negotiation skills.
In order to empirically estimate fixed and discretionary pricing policies, we utilized a unique data set from an indirect auto lender that used field negotiation to determine prices. First, using a control function approach, we estimated the price response of the customers by correcting for the price endogeneity potentially caused by the negotiations with customers. We then developed a method for quantifying the value added through field price discretion using a counterfactual analysis, in which we compared status quo profits to different benchmark profits.
Our main empirical findings can be stated as follows:
1. Applying their discretion to negotiate, local sales staff charged "better" prices compared to the list rates communicated to them. More precisely, compared to these list rates, they increased profitability for the indirect lender by about 8.9% (or about 11.3% depending on the benchmark you use) 24 . This supports the hypothesis that field sales staff can indeed use local information to negotiate more profitable prices.
2. However, the list rates used by the indirect lender are suboptimal (this may partially be intentional, since the indirect lender generates its prices knowing that the dealers will use their discretion to adjust them). And using rates generated by a data-driven profit maximization procedure (OPT-FP), which utilizes data of all nationwide sales, can significantly increase profitability, about 20% (compared to the rates determined after the use of field price discretion -SQDP).
3. The combination of optimized list rates and field price discretion (OPT-DP) generated the highest level of profits. However, the incremental value of price discretion is not significant in this case (0.64%), since most of the value is already captured by the data-driven optimization process and this left very little room for improvement to subsequent negotiations.
Therefore, fixed pricing (OPT-FP) provides better price discrimination compared to the field sales force's negotiation skills under the conditions of the analyzed indirect lender; hence it should be favorable to discretionary pricing policy (SQDP) in this particular setting (assuming the marginal profit increase in OPT-DP does not justify the cost of field price discretion). These empirical results suggest that conclusions about the benefits of fixed versus discretionary pricing policies in the uniform pricing environments may not extend to customized pricing settings. More theoretical research in this area is needed.
Finally, as is the case in most empirical studies, our work has limitations that stem from data availability problems. For example, we do not have reliable data to represent the competition in the auto lending industry during the analyzed period of time and we do not have access to the operating costs of the lender (hiring and training sales force, for instance) or the customer demographics which could be useful in our estimation. It is also possible that the endogeneity observed does not stem entirely from field-price discretion but from field-price discretion plus other unidentified sources. We showed that similar residual correlation did not occur in an on-line auto lender with no field price discretion, which shows at least that the residual correlation is not intrinsic to the auto-lending industry. However the data was from a different time period and the possibility of change in the industry cannot be fully ruled out. Some of these limitations suggest future research directions. In particular, the relationship between the automobile sales and auto lending processes would be worth investigations both empirically and analytically. The effect of automobile inventory levels on the financing process also deserves investigation.
Appendix A: Endogeneity Correction Method
To correct for endogeneity, we use a control function approach. While there are other methods available to control for endogeneity, the control function approach is best suited to our situation. Two-stage least squares (2SLS) is commonly used in linear models but it cannot be easily extended to non-linear models such as logit or probit (Foster 1997) 25 . Furthermore, the control function approach is better suited to non-linear models with continuous endogenous variables than the Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) approach.
In particular, when some endogenous variables are continuous, as is the case in our situation, the control function approach makes it much easier to test the endogeneity of a variable as well as compute the average partial effects of each variable (Wooldridge 2002) .
Following Petrin and Train (2010) , we assume that the utility that consumer n would achieve from accepting a loan offer can be written as U n = V (y n , x n , β) + n , where y n is the observed endogenous variable,
x n is a vector of observed exogenous variables, β is a vector of parameters, and n denotes the unobserved component of utility. Endogeneity occurs when n is correlated with y n . The binary response model assumes that the customer accepts the offer if her utility from doing so is positive. This approach assumes that y n can be written as
where z n denotes the instrumental variables that do not enter utility directly but affect y n . γ denotes parameters of W , and µ n denotes the unobserved component. Note that µ n and n are independent of x n Forthcoming in Management Science and z n , but are not independent of each other. The source of the dependence between y n and n is the fact that µ n affects y n and is correlated with n . Under these assumptions, conditional on µ n , n is independent of y n (Petrin and Train 2010) .
Decomposing n into the part that can be explained by a general function of µ n and the residual yields: n = CF (µ n ; λ) +˜ n , where CF (µ n ; λ) denotes the control function with parameters λ. Several parametric forms might be assumed for CF (µ n ; λ). We assume that the errors in both equations, µ n and n , are jointly normal, which is equivalent to assuming that the control function is linear in µ n (the analysis goes through if we use a nonlinear approximation provided we have sufficient identifying assumptions), since CF (µ n ; λ) = E( n |µ n ) = λµ n and the deviations˜ n = n − CF (µ n ; λ) are independent of µ n and all other regressors. Then the utility function becomes: U n = V (y n , x n , β) + λµ n +˜ n , where˜ n are i.i.d normal with zero mean. Since we assume fixed β for every consumer, the model becomes an independent probit with the residual entering as an extra variable. Hence, this model specification coincides with a price-response model commonly used in customized pricing environments, which indeed motivated our selection 26 . Inclusion of the residuals µ n "controls" for the endogenous y n in the original equation (with sampling error, since µ n =μ n ).
Following the assumptions stated in Wooldridge (2002), we use the two-step approach developed by Rivers and Vuong (1988) : 1) Perform an OLS regression of the endogenous variable, y, on the exogenous variables,
x, and instruments, z, to obtain the residuals,μ. 2) Perform a probit regression of the take-up variable on the exogenous variables, x, endogenous variable, y, andμ to estimate the (unnormalized) coefficients.
Testing the null hypothesis that y is exogenous is straightforward. Asymptotically, a simple t test onμ is valid to test H 0 : λ = 0. If this t statistic is sufficiently large, meaningμ is significant in the probit regression, we can reject the null hypothesis and conclude that y is endogenous.
We made two adjustments to the estimation results: First, we normalized the Step 2 coefficient estimates by the factor (λ 2τ 2 + 1) 1/2 , whereλ is the coefficient ofμ n andτ 2 is the error variance estimator from the first stage regression of y on (x, z) 27 (Wooldridge 2002) . Secondly, we used the bootstrapping procedure for estimating the true standard errors 28 . In particular, we repeatedly estimated the first stage regression with bootstrapped samples, obtained the residuals, and estimated the second step model with the new residuals.
The variance in the estimates over the bootstrapped first stage samples was added to the sampling variance to estimate the true standard error (Petrin and Train 2002) .
Appendix B: Details of the On-line Lender Analysis
The on-line channel and the indirect channel differ both in the selling and pricing process and in the information available to the lender at the time of pricing. In the on-line channel, a prospective borrower fills out an on-line application which includes information similar to that required for the indirect lender application.
26 Another commonly used assumption is that n = 1 n + 2 n , where 1 n and µn are jointly normal and 2 n is i.i.d. extreme value. This specification leads to a mixed logit model as specified in Villas-Boas and Winer (1999) . 27 We need to do this adjustment since V ar(˜ n) < V ar( n). As noted in Petrin and Train (2010) , normalizing by setting V ar(˜ n) = 1 increases the magnitude of coefficients with respect to the normalization V ar( n) = 1. 28 The standard errors and test statistics calculated in the Step 2 regression are not accurate because the second step uses an estimate of µn from the first step, as opposed to the true µn, which induces additional error. Table 12 Summary statistics for on-line lender data variables
Based on this information, the Internet lender first determines whether they wish to extend a loan, based on the default risk, which is again estimated similar to the indirect lenders. If an applicant is approved, then the lender determines which price (APR) to offer. After being approved and learning the price, the applicant has This consists of 152,963 approved applications, of which 26,322 (17%) were taken up and resulted in loans.
The variables used in the on-line base model are shown in Table 12 along with their summary statistics.
The on-line lender categorized borrowers into four risk tiers 29 . Loan applicants for the on-line lender either arrived directly to the lender's website or were directed to the website from another site. The on-line lender had an exclusive commission agreement with one site ("Partner A") for referrals. There were no subvened deals offered by the on-line lender during the data period and customer cash information was not available for on-line lender applications. Additionally, since there were no model-based promotions offered by the on-line lender we only included the month of each observation -denoted Month -in the on-line model.
We applied the same procedures for the base model estimation and endogeneity correction. Table 13 First stage linear regression coefficients for the on-line lender data. M onth fixed effects are omitted for brevity. Significance levels: ***: < 0.01; **: < 0.05; *: < 0.10
